224f                  ENGINEEBING  SPECIFICATIONS.
RULE FOR MEASURING LOGS.
All logs measured by the authority of this Exchange shall be measured by Scribner-Doyle's Rule, as published in Scrih-ner's Lumber and Log Book.
150. Specification for Thoroughly Seasoned Lumber. There is no difference between * Reasoned" lumber and "dried" lumber. "Thoroughly seasoned*' or "thoroughly dried" lumber is lumber*which has been dried, either in the open air or in a dry kiln, until it has reached that state of dryness which is relatively permanent. It then contains water equal to about ten per cent, of its weight. This is what might be called the atmospheric moisture. This will remain in the wood unless driven off by evaporation at a temperature of 212 degrees Fahrenheit or more. The word "thoroughly" when used in this connection, means "uniformly"* as well as "effectually." That is, "thoroughly dried" lumber is dried uniformly throughout its entire cross-section and throughout its entire length.
To determine the percentage of moisture of lumber It is only necessary to cut a section from a board or stick and weigh it; then dry in an ordinary stove oven with a «!ow fire for an hour or two and then weigh again; the difference in weight divided by the dry weight In the percentage of moisture. As determined by this test, "thoroughly dry lumber** should not contain more than ten or twelve per cent, of water, and the interior should be as dry as the exterior.
The necessity for using thoroughly dried lumber where shrinkage is to be avoided, arises from the fnct that below about JO per cent, moisture lumber shrinks nearly as much as it dries. That is to say, when lumber dries down from 30 per cent, moisture to 10 per cent, moisture it drie.s out, or lo.hes in weight, 20 per cent, of its dry weight. It also loses about 20 per cent, of its dry volume, or say 15 per cent, of its volume at 30 per cent moisture. The shrinkage lengthwise is very slight.

